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Перевод с русского In the territory of Armenia there are a huge number of archaeological monuments which age is estimated in the millennia. This book is
devoted to the prehistoric megalytic Carahunge complex.
In the first part the reader gets acquainted with some archeological
finds of Armenia.
In the second part there are the questions connected with the prehistoric megalytic Carahunge complex, consisting of several hundred,
vertically stones.
The third part is devoted to the research of Carahunge. Scientists
consider that on this place there was founded an observatory more
than seven thousand years ago.
The edition is for a wide range of readers.
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1
ТHE WONDERLAND ARMENIA
It is known that Armenia is one of the most ancient centers of civilization. Rockwell Kent, an American writer, painter and public person wrote: «If I were asked where on the
Planet one can meet more miracles, I would have undoubtedly
called Armenia first. Here, in this tiny corner of the world,
you can see mountains and meet people that can become treasure and pride for the world…».
Scientists believe that in 4-3 millenniums b.C. the Armenians started to migrate south, north, east and west, carrying to other lands the Sun-cult, mythology, knowledge accumulated over thousands of years, Indo-European culture and
language.
The German archaeologists Swartz and Maunder, the
English historian Alcott in the beginning of the 20 th century
wrote that the sky was first divided into constellation and
stars named not in Egypt nor Babylon, but in historical Armenia [2, 9].
Astronomy in Armenia was always at the highest level.
Some scientists are sure, that the sky was first divided into
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constellations at the Armenian Highland. The English astronomer and historian, member of the Royal Astronomical Society William Taylor Alcott pointed out that the only place
where all the Zodiac animal symbols are marked simultaneously (at the same time) is prehistoric Armenia.
Some scientists consider the Armenian highlands to be
the birthplace of Indo-European language. From there it
spread over Asia, Balkans, Greece and Europe [2, 3].
Rock carvings on Armenia’s mountains contain numerous astronomical symbols and are thought to reflect the Earth,
Sun, Moon, planets, comets, stars, constellations and even the
Milky Way [10].
Ancestral of the Armenians had started to use a calendar
at a very early age as a natural result of stargazing and understanding of the cycles of time. At first, they used a lunar calendar, then lunar/solar one, and then, adopted a solar calendar based on a year of 365 days, 12 months of 30 days each
and an additional period of 5 days.
Each year began on Navasard (corresponding to our August, 11), when the grape harvest began, and the constellation
of Orion (Armenian Aik) became visible in the night sky.
Each month, day and every hour of each day had its name.
The year 2492 BCE, during the reign of the semi-mythical patriarch of Armenia, Haik, is the adopted date for the start of
the old calendar [13, 16].
Anania Shirakatsy, whose progressive views included
the belief that the Earth was spherical and together with other
planets circled the Sun, and the Milky Way consisted of numerous faint stars, calculated the moments of lunar and solar
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eclipses. Later Armenian stargazers recorded the appearance
of the 1054, supernova in May of that year, a month before
the first recordings in China. The supernova remnant, the
Crab Nebula is studied now all over the world, including the
Famous Byurakan Observatory [16].
There are thousands of ancient monuments over the territory of now-a-day Republic Armenia and historic Armenia.
The Armenian soil still guards a lot of mysteries and most ancient artifacts still unknown to science. Recently the Armenian archaeologists have made many sensational findings of
different nature. We shall briefly mention some of them.
Wagons – 4000 years old. In Lchashen, at the rim of
Sevan Lake, were found more than ten four-wheeled and
two two-wheeled almost fully preserved wagons and two
cars with spikes.

Leather shoes – 5500 years old. Recently the world oldest pair
of leather shoes was found in one of the caves in Armenia. They
are 1000 years older than the Great Pyramid of Guiza and 400
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years older than Stonehenge in Great Britain. The shoes are made
of a whole piece of cow skin, folded in two, processed and sued.

Human brain – 6000 years old. In one on the caves near
the river Arpa (South-Eastern Armenia) an international team
of scientists found a human brain (the most old of those acquired up to now all over the world). Biologists found the
veins to be preserved well enough. Cells of blood were extracted out of the veins. They are a wonderful material for further analysis, genetic expertise included.

The Egyptian mommies contain brain, of course, but this
specimen is about 1000 -1200 years older that the mommies.
Winemaking complex – 6000 years old. The oldest
rooms for winemaking and keeping were found in Armenia.
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Collection of ceramics from that cave is very rich. A
great variety of products was kept in huge vessels inserted
into the soil.

Foundry – 6000 years old. At the settlement Metsamor
the most ancient foundry was found. It served for process
gold, copper, and some ores containing zinc, manganese,
mercury and iron. The Metsamor metal processing technique
was further developed in Egypt, Middle Asia and China.
8

Rock-carvings – 7500 years old. On volcanic slopes of
the Armenian ridges, at about 3000 m over sea level one may
see entire galleries of rock-carvings about peasantry life.

Some of the rock-carvings depicting peasant life episodes date from XII-XI millennia B.C.E. They are made on
dark-brown volcanic stone, remained of inactive volcanoes.
Beverley
Davies
writes:
“Rock-carvings
found
in Armenia (one of the possible locations of the motherland of
the Indo-Europeans) show the oldest pictures of men with
carts, wagons, plows with horses, pulling off weeding”.
All over Armenia (including historic Armenia) there are
found megalithic assemblies, mengires, stone observatories,
ancient universities, etc., such as famous early Middle-Age
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universities and Christian convents of Gladsor, Tatev and
Shusha.
At the south of Armenia, at Sunik, there is a huge prehistoric assemblage, Carahunge. It consists of then 200 great vertical stones, some of which with carved-through holes in the
upper part, aimed at certain points in the sky. Scientists believe there was there an observatory founded, perhaps, about
10 thousand years ago.

Several places in contemporary Armenia have the name
Carahunge. The XIII century Armenian chronologist Stepanos
Orbelian, the author of “The History of the Land of Sisakan”,
mentioned one of them, located not far from the monument
above. The second is the village Carahunge, known to us (7
km from Goris). There are two villages of that name at Karabakh, one located between the city Shusha and Chatar village,
the other, at the Northern part of Karabakh.
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CARAHUNGE, A SENSATIONAL DISCOVERY
OF OUR DAYS
The megalithic complex of Carahunge is one of the most
sensational and poorly studied archaeological monuments in
the world.
LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS

Carahunge lies not far from the river Vorotan on a mountain plateau of 1770 meters above sea level about 200
km from Erevan, 7 km from Sisian and 30 km from Goris.
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Vorotan is a fast flowing river,
Vorotan means “rattling” in
Armenian. The name is due to
the roar accompanying the flow
of the river’s water.

The City Sisian is one of the most ancient settlements
in Armenia. For a long time it was the residence of Suni royal
family. It is known that Sisian depth had once been covered
with water. Geologists call the depth “Angegakot Sea”. At
that time other plains of Armenia were also covered by water.
Not far from Sisian one finds Shakinsky Waterfall. More
than ten very ancient caves were discovered at that territory.
The international scientific community states that the territory
should become a reservation zone.
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The City Goris is a museum under the open sky. Not far
from Goris there is a whole assemblage of ancient buildings
used from remote times for dwelling. The buildings were amplified forming a settlement on the mountain slope.
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20 km from Goris is located an architectural and natural
wander, the Tatev monastery complex build in IX-XIII centuries and the world largest rope road crossing the Varatn
canyon and joining the villages Alidzor and Tatev.
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ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY
OF CARAHUNGE

Carahunge is a mystery of history that keeps warring
scientists for many years. The place is supposed to have
defense destination in III – II millennia BCE. But many
scientists believe that is was an observatory.
In professional literature the complex is also named
Zorats-Karer, Tsits-Karer, Dik-dik-Karer.
The stones of Carahunge are basalt (andesite) rocks
ranging from 0.5 to 3 m in height, weighting up to 10
tones. The weight of the big stones reaches more than
50 tones.
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Many of the stones positioned with surprising precision
have coved-through holes 5-7 cm in diameter.

The stones form circles and arcs of different diameter. In
the centre of the assemblage there is a stone circle.
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The architectural pattern of the assemblage resembles a
bunch of stone. Karahunge (the very word “Karahunge”
means “bunch of stone” in Armenian) is formed by the following parts: the central circle, the northern arm, the southern arm, the north-eastern alley, the chord (it crosses the circle), separately standing stones [2].

The central circle is formed by 40 stones. It has the form
of an egg, its narrow end pointing to the west. More o less
in the centre of the circle there are ruins 35 m square.
Probably there was a religious temple there in ancient
times. Noteworthy, the ancient temple of Sun-God Ara in
Garni (15 km from Erevan), is of similar proportions.
17

The northern arm goes to the north from the central circle. It is formed by 80 stones, 49 of which have holes. The
arm is 136 m long. From its northern point start two allies, the
western and the eastern ally, 50 m long.

The southern arm goes from the central circle to the
south for 75 m, then turns to south-west, and continues
more than 40 m. The arm is formed by 70 stones 49 of
which have holes. At the end of the arm there are round
tombs 3 – 8 m in diameter.
The north-eastern alley is 36 m long and 8 m wide,
is pointed more o less to the point of sunrise at the day of
summer solstice. It is formed by 8 stones (including the
fallen, numbered ones) two of which (fallen) have holes.
18

The north-eastern ally is elevated some 0.5 m over the surface of the earth.
The chord (the line joining two points of the circumference) crosses the central circle and as an extension of
the northern arm joins it with the southern one. The chord
is formed by 20 comparatively low (numbered) stones, 6
of which have holes.
Individual stones stand at the western and eastern
parts of the arms at a distance up to 90 m or more. There
are at least 5 of them.

One of them (fallen) has hole. It is possible that the individual stones, like the heel stone at Stonehenge, have been
used for aiming (like in rifle).
19

RESEARCH OF CARAHUNGE
The first written mention of Carahunge was made in the
XIII century by the Armenian historian Stephanos Orbelian.
Descriptions of Carahunge were published by MelikShakhnazarov (1892) and Lisitcian (1935). Carahunge was
also researched in 1983-1997.
Up to the end of the XX century scientists had no unanimous opinion of the functional destination nor of the exact
age of the monument. Earlier in the vicinity of Carahunge
archaeological excavations revealed extremely ancient tombs,
dolmens and a settlement the scientists dated as from 3-2 millennium BCE.
The astronomical meaning of the monument was supposed in late XX century by the archaeologist Onik Khnkikian [15] and the astronomer Elma Parsamian [7].

RESEARCH BY PARIS HERUNI
In 1994-2001 scientists of the Armenian Academy of
Sciences headed by Paris Heruni organized 4 scientific expeditions with the aim of studying the megalithic complex
"Carahunge".
As a result a detailed topographic map of the monument was worked out, were measured its geographic latitude
and longitude and magnetic deviation on the area. Azimuths
and pointing-angles of the holes in the stones and other im20

portant parameters were determined. A complete catalogue of
all the 222 stones with description of the sizes and the present
state of each stone was composed. Each stone was given a
number.
The results of the expedition have shown Carahunge to
be the most ancient observatory in the world. P.Herouni calculated the monument possible age using four different astronomical techniques. All the calculations gave the same
result: Carahunge had been designed, built and used 7500
years ago [2].
The research demonstrated the stone astronomical instruments to be used for various observations of the Sun,
Moon, stars planets, and possible others celestial sources [2].

The instruments were used for watching sunrises and sunsets,
for observation of solstices and equinoxes. In some stones, the
holes go midway horizontally, then turns and opens on the
stone top.
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Some of the instruments are still functioning, as for example the one composed by the stones numbered 60, 62 and
63. The hole in the stone 62 forms a 50o angle with the horizon. The top of the stone 63 may be seen through the hole [2].
Exactly at midday of the summer solstice the sun goes down
at the top of that stone.

This moment marks the latitude of the place, the moment
of midday and the beginning of the new year of the ancient
Armenian calendar (March 31).
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RESEARCH BY N.E.BOCHKAREV
N.E. Bochkarev, doctor of phys-mat sciences, cochairman of the Eurasian Astronomical Society, after his
research at Carahunge, made the same conclusion: the monument is a prehistoric observatory. He is of the opinion
that Zangesur is a unique place and that Carahunge is an
unique construction of “more than 9000 years old”. N.E.
Bochkarev notes, that the megalithic structure Carahunge
“is unique in many aspects. First of all, it is the biggest
accumulation of menhirs at Transcaucasus and, probably
all over the territory of Asia Minorup to Great Caucasus
Ridge» [1, p.43].
Discussing the astronomical meaning of Carahunge,
N.G.Bochkarev notes: “The fact that some holes at Garahunge
are oriented towards the points of sunset and sunrise at the
day of summer solstice is not to be doubted. No special research on the topic is necessary. For a more sophisticated
analysis of all the orientations seismologic factors are to be
taken into account [12]».
Discussing the importance of Carahunge as historical
monument, N.G.Bochkarev notes: “Whatever be the age of
Carahunge, it is necessary to preserve it for our descendents
and study it in details as an important megalithic complex of
the world and, first of all, protect it against the growing damaging anthropogenic impact… Carahunge is worth to be at
the list of World Cultural Heritage of UNESCO. The monument shall be put immedeately under protection immediately [1, p.43]».
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THE SCIENTISTS G.P.KLAINER AND D.S. HAWKINS
ABOUT CARAHUNGE
The Swiss scientist G.P.Klainer paid attention to the stone
№ 68, having dredging with rain water. The solar beam reflected from its surface makes a certain corner with top of the
next stone №69. He found that the stone №200 that stands by
itself probably had the same meaning like the heel stone
at Stonehenge.
Carahunge stone structures prove that many thousands of
years earlier than at the Middle age Europe the Armenians
knew the year to consist of 365+0.25 days and Earth to be
spherical.
The results of scientific expeditions show that Carahunge
has functioned for at least 4000 years, just till adoption of
Christianity. These results were conformed by The Swiss
scientist G.P.Klainer, a known specialist on megalithic complexes, Prof. D.S. Hawkins and other scientists [2].

RESEARCH BY THE OXFORD UNIVERSITY
In September, 2010 members of the Oxford University
stuff together with the GB Royal Geographical Society performed researched Carahunge. They agree with the results of
Academician Herouni.
The scientists have not doubt that the complex Carahunge functioned as “a scientific center” for studying stars.
They note there is a strong aura over the monument territory,
more strong inside the stone lines. They are of the opinion
that the monument is be one of the most ancient observatories
and shall be included into the list of World Cultural Heritage
of UNESCO.
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RESEARCH BY VACHAGAN VAGRADIAN
Vachagan Vagradian, mathematician, biocyberneticist, candidate of biological sciences highly appreciated
the work of Herouni and other scientists that had studied
Carahunge, and got new results that confirmed those obtained by Herouni. His research showed similarity between Carahunge, the British monument of Stonehenge,
and the prehistoric monument Portasar at the territory of
the historic Armenia (now at the territory of modern Turkey) [14].
His research lead him to the conclusion that the architectural composition of the ancient observatory Carahunge is replicates on the Earth the constellation of
Swan. He showed certain stones of the monument to correspond to certain stars of Swan constellation (the ancient
Armenian constellation of Vulture).

The hypothesis proved very fruitful for further researches. Below we show the map of Carahunge according to Academi25

cian Herouni (right) and a drawing of the constellation Swan
(left).

Vachagan Vagradian and Maria Vagradian are of the opinion that ancestors of the Armenians were the first inhabitants
of British Islands and possible builders of Stonehenge. To support the hypothesis they cite a fragment of the one of the ancient
chronicles of England, “The Anglo-Saxon Chronicles” (848).
The fragment runs: “The island Britain is 800 miles long
and 200 milesbroad. And there are in the island five nations:
English, British, Scottish, Pictish, and Latin. The first inhabitants were the Britons, who came from Armenia and first
peopled Britainsouthward. (Bede Ecclesiastical history 1.1, The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, part 1: a.d.1-748).

The island Britain is 800 miles long, and 200 miles broad. And there
are in the island five nations; English, British, Scottish, Pictish, and
Latin. The f irst inhabitants were the Britons, who came from Arm enia, and f irst peopled Britain southward. (Bede Ecclesiastical history
I.1, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, part 1: a.d. 1 -748)
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SIMILARITY OF THE PREHISTORIC MONUMENTS
Researchers of Carahunge show similarities of the prehistoric monuments.
Similar monuments with similar names are found at other regions of the earth. For example: Stonehenge in England,
Calanesh (Carenish) in Scotland issimilar to Stonehenge in
structure and functions, New-Granges in Ireland, Carnac in
France (with huge number of megaliths of still unclear meaning), Portasar in historical Armenia (40 km north from the
Syrian frontier), dating, in the opinion of the German scientists Klaus Schmidt from X millennium E.B.C.
Scientists point to linguistic, functional and other similarities of the prehistoric monuments. Thus, the autumn equinox sunrise may be observed at Carahunge directly over the
gates of the central ellipse eastern sector, as well as the summer equinox sunrise may be observed over a standing by itself
mengir at Stonehenge. Is it a coincidence or did the builders
have of both monuments already certain experience in constructing such objects?
P.Herouni, V.Vagradian and other scientists notes
similarities of these antic monuments’ names, giving special attention to the meaning and pronunciation of the
words [2, 12, 14].
Let us compare the words Carahunge and Stonehenge. Carahunge may be translated from the Armenian as “stone
bunch”.
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The translation of the first part of the Armenian Carahunge and English Stonehenge do coincide: Car is
the Armenian word for stone; hunge means sound in Armenian. There is no such word as “henge” in English. The above
exposed may allow us to assume that henge (hunge) have “migrated” into English from Armenian.
And now let us compare the words Carahunge, Carenish, Carnac. Car is the Armenian word for stone, nish means
sign. So we have a “stone sign”. The linguists still keep discussing the fact. The European scientists say that all those monuments
were brought from outside culture, by people of highly developed
culture that have arrived by sea.
Our day archaeology advances very rapidly, new really interesting hypotheses are being brought forward, including the
presence of the influence of certain civilization on earth ,that
have spread its culture over all the continents of our planet.
How could one explain, for example the similarity of Carahunge, Stonehenge and other megalithic complexes, or of the
Sumerian, Acadian and South American pyramids? The fact that
different peoples separated by thousands of kilometers and huge
oceans have those geometric figures, proposes the following:
- civilizations of similar level might have appeared and developed in different regions of earth;
- powerful agricultural civilizations might have existed with
technical and scientific means for spreading their culture over
other regions of the planet;
- extraterrestrial civilization might be present that contributed to spreading all over the world of a very high culture.
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How to explain, for example, the mystery of ancient geographical maps worked out on the basis of more ancient sources
which trace with great precision (unreachable in Middle Ages)
different regions of Earth, including those still not discovered at
that time. In particular, Antarctica is shown (30 years before the
time it was discovered) and without its ice coat, which could have
taken place 6000 years ago! That map matches with the presently
hidden by 1500 m ice coat continent map, obtained only in the
XX century by international scientific expeditions by modern
seismological methods [2].
Academician P. Herouni, on the basis of the results obtained
comes to the conclusion that “there existed on the Earth a highly
developed civilization still unknown to us that already in prehistoric time ( 15000 to 4000 years ago) studied the entire planet and
transfered its knowledge to other people” [2].
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Conclusion
Some scientists believe that the ancient stargazers started
to practice at Carahunge and than spread their science all over
the world. Academician Paris Herouni assumed the astronomy
in Armenia to have originated about 25000 years ago and the
first simple experiments with simple instruments have begun at
Carahunge about 20000 years ago. Later, about 15000 yers ago
more sophisticated instruments were build.
It doesn’t matter whether such suggestions are true or not,
the historic period of Carahunge building and its functional
destination, this historical monument is one of the most wonderful places of the world interest and is worth to became the
monument of world importance.
So the questions arise: why is such a sensational historic
assemble one of the most poorly studied historic monuments?
And why is it still not included into UNESCO List of World
Heritage?
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